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ChristAl MiO, our Fountain Pajot 67 Power Cat. Her exceptional crew of four will create a
holiday you will forever cherish. Her interior and exterior living spaces are endless. Her
design exquisite and her performance is that of a thoroughbred.

Her 36m² cockpit is designed for unforgettable social occasions, opening fully onto the
lounge with several sunbathing spots, a galley with a plancha grill and a dining setting to
cater for a large number of guests.
Her vast 32m² Flybridge, foredeck with Jacuzzi, and Owner suite are simply remarkable and
all enjoy direct access from the saloon.
The Luxury of a Five-Star Hotel, privacy and conviviality
In the Owner’s cabin suite is a dedicated 22m² private apartment featuring a capacious
dressing room with sofa. An exclusive door to the front Cockpit provides convenient
exterior access while retaining privacy, and the Owner’s bathroom epitomizes luxury at sea
with a spectacular walk-in shower and designer twin vanities.

ChristAl Mio is the perfect choice for elegance, luxury, and for an exceptional time on the
water.
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SPECIFICATIONS
•Length: 20.42 metres (67')
•Beam: 9.75 metres (32')
•Draft: 2.36 metres (7' 9")
•Number of crew: 4
•Built: 2020
•Builder: Fountaine Pajot
•Naval architect: Berret . Racoupe
•Flag: Greek
•Hull construction: GRP
•Hull configuration: Multi hull
•Air conditioning, Deck Jacuzzi, WiFi connection on board

EQUIPMENT
•Engines: 2 X VOLVO D6 485 HP
2 Synchronized generators Fisher Panda 12 KvW each
•Cruising speed: 16
•Fuel consumption: 100 Litres/Hr

ACCOMMODATION
•Number of cabins: 5
•Cabin configuration: One owner’s suite and four queen bed 
cabins all with ensuite bathrooms. 
•Bed configuration: 5 Queen
•Number of guests: 10

SPECIAL FEATURES: Jacuzzi on deck, full teak deck, leather 
interior, Hard top with large sliding roof, 45 m2 living space, 
outdoor barbeque, hydraulic bathing platform

WATER SPORTS
•Tenders + toys: 4,60 with 60 HP- 2 X SUP, 2 X Kayak (2 seater), 
•1 X sea bob, inflatable towables , water carpet, snorkeling gear, 
fishing gear, water ski (children and adult), wakeboard 
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